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AliExpress increases conversion rate for new users by 104% with new Progressive Web App Company



“Smarter shopping, better living!” is the motto of AliExpress, a website where shoppers can buy everything from baby clothes to refrigerators directly from China. Part of the Alibaba Group, the global online retail marketplace is now a popular e-commerce site in America, Russia, and Brazil.



Challenge



Building great mobile experiences is an indispensable part of AliExpress’ success, as mobile commerce is growing three times faster than e-commerce. The mobile web is their primary platform for discovery so they have always focused its design and functionality. But AliExpress found it difficult to build an engaging experience on the web that was as fast as their mobile app. They looked at the mobile web as a platform to transition a non-app user to an app user. Not everyone downloaded their app, however, and getting users to install and re-engage with it was challenging and costly.



Solution



AliExpress looked for a way to provide all of their web users with the benefits of their app, such as performance and the ability to work offline and re-engage users. They built a cross-browser Progressive Web App (https://m.aliexpress.com) to combine the best of their app with the broad reach of the web. After implementing their Progressive Web App, AliExpress saw conversion rates for new users increase by 104%. This investment in the mobile web also resulted in conversion rates on Safari increasing by 82%. The new strategy also delivered a much better experience. Users now visit twice as many pages per session, and time spent per session increased an average of 74% across all browsers. “One of the reasons we built a Progressive Web App was to be able to invest in the web experience across all browsers. Not only did we see huge benefits on browsers that support the latest features, but we also got to see a bump across the board. That is the sign of a great investment, and one that will keep paying for itself as browsers evolve.” says Lijun Chen, Director of AliExpress Mobile Team.



One of the reasons we built a Progressive Web App was to be able to invest in the web experience across all browsers. Not only did we see huge benefits on browsers that support the latest features, but we also got to see a bump across the board. That is the sign of a great investment, and one that will keep paying for itself as browsers evolve. Lijun Chen, Director of AliExpress Mobile Team



Results



104%



for new users across all browsers; 82% increase in iOS conversion rate



2X



more pages visited per session per user across all browsers



74%



increase in time spent per session across all browsers



Learn more Find out how to get Progressive Web Apps at: g.co/BuildMobileWeb
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Lacoste increases its conversion rate by 29.7%
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Alibaba.com increases conversions on the ... Developers













With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form
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Client Success Story - Conversion Rate Optimization
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AliExpress increases conversion rate for new ... Developers






an engaging experience on the web that was as fast as their mobile app. ... After implementing their Progressive Web App, AliExpress saw conversion rates. 
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Netsociety increases registration conversion rate for ... 

varying from search engine optimization (SEO), Google AdWords (SEA), Google. Analytics, conversion ... network of conversion experts that can help you grow ...




















Checkout optimisation increases conversion rate by 159% for ... 

â€œGoogle Analytics showed us that the checkout process was leaking sales and allowed us to calculate the extra sales revenue PayPoint.net would convert if we.




















Checkout optimisation increases conversion rate by 159% for ... 

conversion rate optimisation programme to optimise their website and increase the number of online applications (sales). With the website being such an important driver of new customers to the business any increase in sales performance would be extre




















Checkout optimisation increases conversion rate by 159% for ... 

PayPoint.net is one of the. UK's biggest credit and debit card ... Our conversion designers reworked the data collection page which we could see was our biggest ...




















Lacoste increases its conversion rate by 29.7% 

the pages enabled Lacoste to identify the most efficient conversion levers, whilst noticeably improving the site's global performance. Three goals were set: 1.




















Lacoste increases its conversion rate by 29.7% Marketing ... 

Lacoste is developing its web presence to create an additional channel and increase its online conversion. fifty-five was tasked with working on a performance ...




















Alibaba.com increases conversions on the ... Developers 

For mobile web users on Android, Alibaba.com integrated features that helped users re-engage with the site. The company implemented an â€œAdd to Home.




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form 

Challenge: Increasing online applications. The BT Super for Life website focuses on service and usability with an online application form as one of the key conversion points. In a move designed to measure and improve visitors' experience and increase




















WWF increases conversion rate by 100% with the help of ... 

coming from online, the importance of the website for fundraising and acquiring new donors is increasing. improve online performance. WWF. "Google Analytics has now given us the insights to take action and optimise our campaigns and website on a ongo
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coming from online, the importance of the website for fundraising and acquiring new donors is increasing. improve online performance. WWF. "Google Analytics ...




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form ... 

The ultimate aim of the activity was to increase visitor engagement and conversions by making it quicker and easier to complete the form. The conversion test.




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form ... 

â€œThe Loves Data team worked closely with us to identify key design and layout elements in the landing pages of our online application process,â€� explains Ben Hancock, BT Financial Group's senior website manager. About BT Financial Group. â€¢ Leadi




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form ... 

advertising results. The company's. Google certified expertise provides clients with the confidence of engaging with a trusted partner and access to the latest.




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form ... 

at btsuperforlife.com.au in conjunction with their online banking. Challenge: Increasing online applications. The BT Super for Life website focuses on service and ...




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form ... 

BT Financial Group, a division of Westpac, is a leading provider of superannuation, investment and insurance products in Australia. BT. Super for Life enables members to manage their superannuation online at btsuperforlife.com.au ... The BT Super for




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form 

Super for Life enables members to manage their superannuation online ... â€œThe Loves Data team worked closely with us to identify key design and ... CASE STUDY. â€œWorking with Google Analytics Certified Partners was essential to running a successfu




















With conversion testing, BT Super for Life increases form ... 

conversions, BT worked with Loves Data, a Google Analytics Certified. Partner, to conduct ... Google Analytics insights ... Executed data analysis to derive further.




















Absorbed dose rate conversion coefficients for ... 

Dec 3, 2004 - photon and electron transport simulations using the Monte Carlo method. The presented .... has a higher biological effectiveness than electrons with energies above 10 keV (Straume and. Carsten 1993 .... Hence, the Monte Carlo model geom




















Client Success Story - Conversion Rate Optimization 

User Experience Design &. Development. â€¢ Strategic Data Analysis. â€¢ Conversion-driven Redesign. â€¢ Personalization. PFS's. Full-Scope. Optimization. Services ...




















Client Success Story - Conversion Rate Optimization 

17% more revenue to an online retailer's holiday shop ... shoppers to a content page and out of the shopping cart and checkout funnel. Hypothesis: By keeping ...




















Credit card payment optimisation increases conversion rates ... 

ConversionWorks who got straight to work with a website analytics and usability audit, allowing us to identify precisely where we were having problems.




















Credit card payment optimisation increases conversion rates ... 

Once we had pinpointed our pain points ConversionWorks then helped us to remove them using A/B and multivariate testing.â€� Amy Clarke, Ecommerce Manager ...




















Credit card payment optimisation increases conversion rates ... 

Once we had pinpointed our pain points ConversionWorks then helped us to remove them using A/B and multivariate testing.â€� Amy Clarke, Ecommerce Manager at Radisson Edwardian. â€œWe quickly learned that key pages were really underperforming. For man
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